
Who is the Pact for?

How can I take part?

We all have our own worlds. Our world could be the 
house we live in or the community we are part of,                                               
or it could be the family we love, the work we do,                                                
or the region we come from.

Whatever your world is, climate change is affecting it – 
because of the impact on our environment that we are 
already experiencing, and because of the changes we need to 
make as a society to ensure a better future for everyone. 

The good news is that each of us can do something in our own world 
every day to reduce the effects on the environment and to move towards 
living more sustainably – a shift that brings with it benefits and new 
opportunities. While many of our actions may seem small in isolation,   
taken together the impact is far bigger and as a result, every action counts.  

The European Climate Pact is a 
movement of people united around 
a common cause, each taking steps 
in their own worlds to build a more 

sustainable Europe. Launched by the 
European Commission, the Pact is 

part of the European Green Deal and 
is helping the EU to meet its goal to 

become climate-neutral by 2050.

Do you want to cut
your carbon footprint? 

Here are 6 steps 
you can take.

Once you’ve decided,
make a pledge! 

Do you represent an 
organisation committed

to climate action?
Explore organisations 

that have made a 
climate pledge and join 

the movement.

Meet our network
of Climate Pact 
Ambassadors

Connect with people 
passionate about

climate action from
across Europe. 

Stay up to date

Visit the Pact website,
subscribe to our newsletter

and follow us on social 
media to stay updated on 

climate action.

#MyWorldOurPlanet
#EUClimatePact

There are many ways to get involved. Some activities are unique to your country, while others bring together people from 
across Europe. The Pact is also partnering with other organisations and networks to build on the many 
initiatives already taking place.   

Everyone has a place in the Pact. You can get involved whether you are just starting out on your climate action journey or 
already working to make a difference in your world. You can take part as an individual or as an organisation –                           
for example, a city, a community or an association.
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MY WORLD.
MY ACTION.
OUR PLANET.

Talk to your friends, 
family or network 

about climate action
Check out our guides,

stories and other
free resources.
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